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INTRODUCTION

When the software industry was still in its infancy then the major attention of the newly evolved software was to deal with the then-prevailing problems of humans, as overwork etc. But, with the growing age and thus, widening ratiocination of the humans towards the domain of software, it was realized that in the quest of attaining the goals the entities for whom the software was developed have lost their identity, in the course. Also, if the ulterior goal of software was to extend the benefit to the end consumers then, their inclusion as an integral part into programming was necessary. With this, in the dusk of the century, Object oriented programming (OOP) concept was proposed whose cynosure was less likely the goal but was the entity. With the belief that the information about the entity can equip a programmer to perform indefinite operations on it, has emanated and bolstered the pervasive use of OOP. Thus, through the passage of time OOP has found its way to become one of the most acceptable programming and design techniques. This paper is, thus, an attempt to project the power of OOP through various technological innovations incorporated into it and through the benchmark applications. The paper starts with the ideas prevailing to further expand this pragmatic programming technique to the students and its aspirants in the most novel ways.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Some novel teaching methodologies have been developed and have evolved through experience, for effectively teaching the concepts of OOP. These are discussed with an overview in this section. JAVA, Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is an intricate syllabus to teach. There needs to be a generic core structure to solve the imbroglio of what to explain first and where to begin with while teaching green horns. In [1]-[3] a generic course structure was presented suggesting a curriculum. Firstly, the basic of OOP needs to be presented. Since majority students coming to JAVA have a prior C experience, hence, the language technicalities need not to be focused upon. The main objective should be to exhume the student’s mindset from procedural programming and inhume it into Object Oriented thinking. In this phase a primitive knowledge of data types should be presented. Also, a knowledge of predefined classes such as String and Math etc. providing forward the concepts of class and object should be explained with the difference between a class in JAVA and modules in C. classes in JAVA are real world objects.

Hence, the differences should be told. Moreover, every time a class is used, the default value of variables become zero, which is not likely the case with C. Further, the extensive use of properties inside the class should be explained e.g. constructor inheritance and polymorphism. In [1]-[3], this study was divided into 2 modules. One module defining class, which included explanation of JAVA classes, definitions of constructors and also access controls and encapsulations was propounded. Second module collated concepts of inheritance constituting: (1) calling a constructor of super class (2) overriding and hiding methods (3) overloading methods. Hence, [1] acted as a generic curriculum, winnowing the doubts of teaching JAVA, OOP.

Currently, the focus of teaching industry is to automate the teaching process and further develop artificial intelligence in these systems. This is to help and provide verdant students personal and intelligent attention through such systems. It is only through automated modules that students can get individual attention. In [4]-[6], one such tutoring application was discussed having expert system. In this application code was developed using a generic architecture and expert modules purpose was to debug and assist the novice programmers to learn the concepts of OOP. For this, the expert systems module was provided with artificial intelligence. Based on this and keeping in view that the present application modules can be incorporated in more sophisticated developments, the generic architecture has 10 modules.
Of all modules presented, expert module was the most important module. With following expected functionalities, it should have artificial intelligence to tackle the doubts of neophytes and also, debug the codes for OOP provided to it. Further, it should provide a necessary solution to the verdant programmers. Also, it should be able to comprehend the problem and hence, extract to the maximum the solution by reusing the existing classes. For sensing such functionalities and promoting OOP understanding, and thus promoting artificial intelligence, it should have knowledge about (1) the entities in OOP and objects as well as relations among them (2) methods applied to entities (3) inputs to the problems and hence, the necessary output demanded. Based on these design inclusions as soon as it receives a problem statement, by alienating the input from output, it constructs OOP algorithm and also helps to debug the code developed. Also, a neural network has been incorporated into system for future enhancements. For designing the algorithm and deciding the methods that need to be incorporated into a class it uses a generic programming. Moreover, different mechanisms have been introduced into the expert modules to deal with deterrence programming. In future it is looked for, that this software can also produce entire programs, converting algorithm’s functionalities. A separate component will be required for this purpose.

Today, majority of the students are involved in playing games. A survey shows that the students now-a-days can play up to 10,000 hours of games a year. Hence in [7]-[8], learning OOP (Object Oriented Test) through games was proposed as a methodology. This was promoted with the thought, that, let students learn from the thing they enjoy. Also, since the traditional teaching methodologies are one-way and currently, students are involved in individual studies. Hence, games can be effectively used as they promote two way interaction, making learning active. Also, with the advancements in game technology, it is appreciable to use them in advanced learning. A number of games already exists for educational purposes. In such games, the functions of the games are inspired by the learning and exploring them indirectly means diving into the subject. In OOP learning through gaming and promote progressive learning a story telling strategy was followed. The overall game was a mini puzzle, based on the learning from the story-telling and to attain next stage the present needs to be crossed. From research it was found, that, for successful teaching through games it must have an interactive interface and an inclination towards learning, with a zing of entertainment. The research approach followed was the action research approach, for it concentrates the efforts on the subject with a hope of flexibility in the result in future.

Hence, it contributes both to the people’s demand and goals of social science. In constructing the design of the game, first, the requirements of the user were identified and then based on them objects and attributes were determined. After this, the interaction between these objects in the game was analyzed through UML (Unified Modelling Language). The entire flowchart on how the design was proceeded with, is as in figure (2) (Left).The purpose of Game Object Mode (GOM) is to help the designers to understand the learning objectives that need to be a part of the game. Persona Outlining Mode (POM) was to identify the actors and objects that will be involved in story-telling and Game Achievement Model (GAM) helps to achieve the design interface. Because, the game design was such that, through it knowledge-transfer and hint-availability both were bolstered hence, it allowed the children to mull over things. The final game mode has five levels. They had deterrence in the form of terrorists. By crossing those deterrence only, a person can proceed. In doing all this, indirectly OOP concepts were also taught. Hence, teaching in five levels was promoted. First level was object and class test, second level was if-else conditional statement test, third level was an array test, fourth level was OOP principle test having principles of inheritance, encapsulation etc. and fifth level was a test of polymorphism. Moreover, while
designing since both education and entertainment were to be introduced into the game, hence, the best design approach selected was Amory and Seagram Framework.

In [9]-[10], Smalltalk was defended to be one of the best language for learning (Object Oriented Programming) OOP and acquiring Object Oriented mentality. Since, Smalltalk is a language to develop graphics so during studies student got a lot of exposure to project their creativities. In the course of learning OOP, JAVA and C# are considered to be the best and most profound language. But due to their huge library the OOP training in these force the students to pay more attention to technicalities than developing an object oriented orientation. The following things, thus, in Smalltalk made it adorable and ideal for developing OOP mindset among students.

First was Object and Messages in Smalltalk. In Smalltalk because of its confined operational area, there are only objects and messages. All things are to be developed with this support only for they are the only technical present. Hence, students are forced to think in Object Oriented way and this develops an attitude. Secondly, because of generalities in Smalltalk and no data-types a lot of complexity is reduced allowing students to focus on the concepts rather than language niceties. Lastly, in Graphical User Interface (GUI) design the developer has no other option than to define different classes to support various screen objects. This obtrusion dealing with objects develop an object aptitude. Thus, Smalltalk provides a way to learn OOP fundamentally. A similarities in class libraries with C# and JAVA make students transcend limits and understand these purely OOP concepts.

In the normal teaching curriculum, while OOP (Object Oriented Programming) is taught the major focus of teaching is to make the students learn the language, without delving into the basic concept of OOP. In majority cases, as the students proceed to learn other OOP language then they tend to get confused with the syntax and they start developing a propensity towards the earlier learnt language. This confusion, among learning different language, is a projection of a lack of common concept of Object Orientation, which is at the basic level of each language. In independent learning of languages, students tend more to get involved in syntax and nuances of the language than trying to relate OOP concept with language. For the same in [11]-[12], a new approach of teaching OOP was propounded where in it was told that the teaching focus should be more towards Object Oriented mindset and not towards understanding and delving in the nuances of the language. In this OOP thinking all three languages C#, C++ and JAVA should be taught together related to each other and on a common platform of object orientation. This organizes the teaching and moreover removes confusion as the focus of learning digress from language specific to concept specific. Also, in [11], coding standard based...
learning was promoted, so that students at a very early age learn to develop maintainable programming practices. Results prior to adopting the methodology and the difference after adopting it are shown in the figure (3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Headcount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has been confused about the language learned</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has no language confusion</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above show results prior to adoption of technique and below show results after adoption of technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Headcount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mastered 1 OOP language through the course learning</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastered 2 OOP languages through the course learning</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master 3 OOP languages through the course learning</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Results after adoption of technique

TECHNOLOGY INCLUSIONS

Since, the evolution of OOP multiple new techniques have been imbued or obtruded into it for the sake of improving the utility or either for further providing privilege to the people. A few of those techniques that have left a lasting impact on the OOP, over the last decade, are discussed. OOP is a new programming technique when compared to conventional programming. For OOP, we need to determine the important elements. In [13], one prototype OOP tool was built based on heuristic rule for accurate determinations of entities like class, variables, function/methods etc. This tool proved excessively useful for the college students, as without determining the entities one cannot go further with OOP. Also, this gave them an idea about how to determine an object. In OOP’s each class corresponds to objects and due to inheritance an object can represent multiple classes. Thus, each class representing an object is a real world representation of an object in the core of programming. Hence, real world objects can be represented by classes in programming. In OOP (Object Oriented Programming) an object can represent multiple classes such as a super class, multiple super class. Hence, there is a multiple participation of an object with classes.

In the real world scenario it is hard to comprehend which specific class does the object belongs to. If this problem of uncertainty is dealt then multiple inheritance is also supported by partial membership of an object. At times it is a real world requirement that an object can acquire attributes of a different object. Then there is a dire need of partial membership, for with this an object can acquire, with rationale, the properties every class. Since, OOP does not support uncertainty and strong declarative semantics which is the basic for logic programming, hence, it cannot inferentially make out what properties of which class need to be attained in partial membership. Alone, it cannot support multiple inheritance. Also, when object has inherited classes then also there is uncertainty, since, an object belongs to all classes. For such ambiguous situations in [14]-[15], an interconnection of OOP with FRIL, strong logic language with supporting Fuzzy Objects, was proposed. Pure logic programming can be used to manage program, properties and behavior. In OOP, an object has its own data values for each field. In logic programming instead the methods define rules and fields are similar to facts. Thus, with the inclusion of strong logic with OOP uncertain situations can be dealt with. FRIL is a language with strong capabilities to handle uncertainty. Also, Fuzzy Browser has been developed using it. Also, FRIL can handle uncertainty between relationships of data items. A fact represents relationships between two or more objects. For this, FRIL allows conditionally true statements. FRIL resolves uncertainty with the help of 3 rules: (1) basic rule (2) extended rule (3) evidential rule. In evidential rule even if certain traits of an object are penchant towards properties of some class, then, it resolves the uncertainty as to which class the object belongs to, by inferential deduction. This extended rule allows a conclusion to be drawn even if all conditions are not met. For managing intuitive interface FRIL uses dialog compilers.

Thus, with the inclusion of FRIL in OOP, which particular class properties the object should attain, while belonging to different classes, can be deduced. With the resolution of this problem a concept of FUZZY object comes into picture which competes with the challenge of uncertainty of object-class participation and multiple inheritance. A fuzzy object is
a member of more than one class, having a relationship in each class. This is unconventional to OOP where in each set of Object correspond to one class, having properties of only that class. FRIL helps to determine at runtime that which class Object should map to. For doing this a class membership method in class is placed and this dynamically decides, based on properties object wants to acquire, as to which class it should retain the membership with. Based on the above proposal a rule was drawn in [14], where in if Xs and Xc are class membership functions of super-class and class S and C respectively then, with X elements Xc ≤ Xs. FRIL incorporates FUZZY sets as fundamental data types and with its inclusion in OOP this confusion of object to class mapping and versatile nature of object was increased.

In the languages such as C or C++ unlike Ada or other languages, there are no additional features that can ensure time security or error checking. Also. There is no such feature that supports concurrency. This concurrency issue is left in both C and C++ on the mercy of Operating System. But in case of embedded systems, such issues need to be handled in by the language. Hence, the use of OOP in embedded system need the intrusion of concurrency properties in the language. For this in [16] – [17], an extension of C++ called ClassiC was proposed. The ClassiC is a language with minor extension in C++ to support process concurrency. The emergent specifications for process concurrency were revealed when the new version of Ada came up with the requirement of integrating OOP with concurrency. Ada 9X supports OOP in the form of tagged the records. Although, different from “task” construct, this providing concurrent processes is the style of Ada. Thus the result of integrating concurrency with C++ has been a language after which while designing the system also, the concurrency of objects need not to be mulled about. Since, the language at every point supports it. In classic the process is also understood as an object, having strands of processing associated with it, hence called active object. Since the process is also an object, so all principles of OOP e.g. abstraction, encapsulation etc. apply. The process is none but the extension of a class construct. In addition to normal access specifiers, it has one more by the name “entry” which promises mutual exclusion. In C++ process, there are multiple constructors. After instantiation, by process object, constructor returns control to the object because of “coreturn” statement and at the same time the child process keys on running because of constructor. The unusual execution is to provide active class inheritance.

Also, the multiple constructors allow, many process functions to be defined in one class itself. For any process inter-process communication is highly important. An object is something on which operations are performed. Hence, in classic process, since process are treated as objects, are something which should support operations, inter-process communications etc. For providing inter-process communications some measures in the class are added with function which can be called by other objects ensuring mutual exclusions. In ClassiC “accept” statement implies a process is blocked for communication with others. Because of the blocking mode there should also be a statement that ensures when the process is ready. For this select statement based on Hoare’s, select instruction in CSP. There can be multiple process instances, which can also communicate using these member methods or functions, having functionality which allows the two process objects to exchange information. The process inheritance is similar to OOP. The conductor where an active class is derived from inactive class is also described. In such a case the priority needs to be declared. If such has not been declared, a possibility of concurrent access to the member of the base class exists, without mutual exclusion. Also since every languages now a days support interface events, the same is also the case with ClassiC which supports event handling, with the help of interrupt class. The vector number as parameter is fed to its constructor and has a virtual int operator ++ ( ), (entry). This method is defined as virtual so that it can be seen promoting inheritance and thus expressing the overridden.

For the scope of interrupts, this is also provided with default construct, to permit derivation of multiple interrupts without interrupt handling. In ClassiC there is no explicit priority handling in a particular process. Every process in child class has the priority of parent which changes by explicit system calls. Since classic is only a basic extension of C++, hence, the same compiler can be used. The additional keywords coreturn, select, entry, accept, when and associated grammar are incorporated into parser. The classic provides facilities of OOP with concurrency. OOP (Object Oriented Programming) is the soul of all major applications now a days. It focioses on the object rather than the goal. The very basic OOP, thus, lack somewhere a skill of problem solving. For the same, object oriented programming is integrated with constraint logic programming to give birth to OOCP (Object Oriented Constraint Programming). In the OOCP, determining the methodology for designing the constraint part is a tedious job. Hence, no such standard methodology exist as to design the OOCP with the help of guidelines. In [18]-[19] for the first time a methodology for designing the OOCP was proposed. It was told that in OOCP the major design part still remains about OOP designing and analysis and only a small augmentation in its design can yield the design methodology of OOP. Thus, in [18] the OOCP methodology was proposed in there it was shown that only an additional 2-steps were required to make OOP system constraint oriented. These were: (1) automating design with constraints and variables (2) define goals to achieve. In the first step, once the Object Oriented design has been done in each case the unknown variables and constraints are selected and they are assigned looking into the bondages that no law violates. These constraints variable are one which are necessary for further action of object or which either determines the work an object has to undergo or its function. If in case they cannot be determined, then the entire class should be replaced with the one where they can be determined, like in case of hospital where nurse are assigned shifts. Now, which shift the nurse has to be assigned is a constraint variable, depending upon a number of conditions. Once these constraints variable are determined, it is clear as to what goal a particular object
has to achieve. For this, in modelling, a state diagram is borrowed to represent OOCP goals. For the action of this variable, we instantiate the variable in the class demanding for an action.

Hence, the designing technique enhances the OOCP uses which are directed both towards object and goal. The main aim of the constraint based variable is to identify the relationships between the constrained variable and domain classes within the model. In normal curriculum OOP (Object Oriented Programming) and Data Base Management System, or SQL (Sequential Query language), are taught separately. Thus, it is hard to relate and understand the integration of two different programming systems. Although, C# or ADO.net extend the capabilities to access the database by integrating the SQL capabilities but still, it is hard to understand them in an integrated way. For the same, in [20]-[22] a technique of first involving LINQ with OOP to understand the relation between OOP and how to fetch data was proposed. With the knowledge of LINQ and small transition in coding style, Relational Data Base Management System (RDBMS) becomes easier to understand and use with OOP. For the same in [20], a curriculum of how to teach LINQ with OOP was proposed. For this LINQ curriculum was divided into three groups. When LINQ is used with objects, here the basic purpose of the query is to fetch the objects of the same type and group them as e.g. in the figure (4).

```
string[] names;
Book[] books;

//.....
var qry = names.Where(s => s[0]==‘E’).Select(s);
foreach (var x in qry)
    Console.WriteLine(x);
qry = books.Where(b => b.Price>50).Select(b.Title);
foreach (var x in qry)  Console.WriteLine(x);
```

**Figure 4: Query to fetch objects of same type**

With the selection and grouping other LINQ statements and their syntax can be taught such as Selectmany, OrderBy/OrderBy Descending, Group By, Join, GroupJoin etc. When LINQ is used with ADO.net, here LINQ is used to fetch data from heterogeneous sources. It is to be noted that the teaching should be limited to storing the data temporarily in data table or sets. Also, they should be taught as to how to load that data set data. An example of fetching using LINQ is in figure (5).

```
BookSaleDataSet ds;
BookSaleAdapter da;

//...
da.Fill(ds);
qry = form b in ds.Book
    join s in ds.Sale on s.BOOKID equals b.ID
    orderby s.Date
    select new{ b.Title, b.Price, s.Amount};
```

**Figure 5: Fetching in dataset using LINQ**

Also, in this phase focus should be on defining entity classes and mapping them to corresponding database table, writing LINQ equivalent statements to fetch data from database tables. Although, every class and LINQ queries come under two different programming as query language comes in Data Access Layer (DAL), but an understanding that every entity maps to a row in the database table has to be made. When LINQ is used with XML, here, the LINQ working in XML files need to be understood through a collection of unified APIs. Here the LINQ in the program is first extended to objects program by adding binary files. Then by transforming the binary files XML the entire query in OOP can be transformed to XML and hence can be used by any other language. Because of the resemblance of LINQ with T-SQL, both in syntax and function, it is easy to understand T-SQL. Hence, OOP integrated with LINQ provide better understanding while integrating T-SQL with OOP.

**APPLICATIONS**

The OOP being the language that promotes reusability, user identity and of course ease of use has found its way to the end users. Today, a number of applications have this at their base. Some of the benchmark applications of this technique are discussed as under.

EMC is a state in which it is supposed that, each electronic equipment perform individually without the presence of the magnetic field of any other electronic equipment in the proximity. With the growing electronic traffic it is but a dire need to preserve the independent functioning of instruments. For this, EMC tests are done. But with the growing complexity of
The test template object has three major functionalities. It encapsulates basic test information. The other controls to frequency that needs to be set up for test. This method of selecting frequency band based on test modes is provided by GJB152A. There are 2 test modes namely: receiver and spectrum mode. In receiver mode, we use mid band while in spectrum mode we use resolution band. Further, one method deals with setting up instruments and parameters for test. Also, the instrument object encapsulates methods to remotely give commands to instruments. Whatever instruments are to be used during testing are provoked through this object. It has VISA instructions to do so. Since, any instrument can have multiple VISA instructions so, the VISA instructions are encapsulated based on functions. Thus according to functions instruments can be divided into segments. Moreover, there is an apparatus object which controls those apparatus, effecting the results of test. The difference with instrument object is the fact that no remote control is allowed in this. The apparatus such as antenna, sensors, attenuator etc. are controlled. The main function of apparatus object is interpolation of transmission coefficient. If corresponding to A1 transmission coefficient, frequency \( f_1 \) is allowed and with A2, \( f_2 \) is allowed. Then, with A and frequency f, where \( f_1 < f < f_2 \) then the expression for A acquires:

\[
A = A1 + \left( \frac{\text{lg} f - \text{lg} f_1}{\text{lg} f_2 - \text{lg} f_1} \right) (A2 - A1)
\]

![Figure 6: Expression for “A” (Transmission Coefficient)](image)

Finally, graph and report objects encapsulates methods to plot the test results effectively. Thus, with the automation and redressing manual interface precession was achieved.

In fire protection one has to deal with challenging situations. For different sorts of fire situation there are different techniques and every technique needs to be implemented with accuracy. Moreover this installation is also actively involved in design and installation of fire protection system. Thus, an exact record of all these systems need to be maintained. Earlier they were managed manually but it requires a lot of man force and finance. Hence, an approach to make this process economical with both money and time was needed. Since, using component in the protection system has independent attributes and real world things are most effectively presented with the help of Object Oriented Programming (OOP). Thus, the need for automation was accomplished involving the concepts of OOP, within the system.

In [25]-[26], the same was explicated in an elaborated way. The ground shaking reality of the system divulged that although, the systems design, while automation, was developed by object oriented perspective but are non-object oriented language was used to translate design into computer’s code. The precision of OOP’s helped significantly in alleviating inefficiency and inconsistency. For the same, OOP system developed for automation was called PROTECT (Production, Resources, Order, Enquiry, Technical specifications, Estimation Computer Oriented Tool). The tool was a centralized tool thus, all procedures linked with it were fully automated. Since, it complies with mutual and international standards the system was widely accepted. The capability to reduce time and labor because of automation helped it increase efficiency. Since the system tools were earlier designed with a non-OOP language. Hence, with increasingly complex situations it became hard to maintain. The recourse coerced the people to take system to OOP and thus it was reanalyzed and re-implemented without changing any functionality. In system architecture, PROTECT contains entire information on how to react on various situations. Hence, the input to the system is given through PROTECT and based on situation the flow of stimulus promotes other system to react example- stating whether to open 2 nozzles or 3 nozzles. In the object oriented design of variegated components in 5 organizations, 3 aspects were dealt with as: Object model, dynamic model, functional models. Object model describes the object classes and its relationships. The functional model describes the values and the functions associated. Thus, in the first step of design the various sub-systems were produced with the system and their common aspects were shared. In the second step, implementation of such systems was done. In this, further details in object class were added and the implementation decisions were taken. Each functional model operation is translated into algorithm.
In designing, a perfect encapsulation is also ensured. Even though the designing of the system was done in OOP, implementation was done in non OOP. This was to avoid developing the code from scratch and proceed on already existing system. For translation of design to code, FORTRAN was chosen. In the first step, each object with its attributes and functional relationship, as in old system, was mapped to new FORTRAN functionality. Further, new data structures were built and linked to produce PROTECT in OOP.

FORTRAN has several special features, firstly, it supports complex data constructs, helpful for translating classes into data structures. Also, it supports inheritance. Although, FORTRAN does not support encapsulation but this can be rectified using multiple entry points. An OOP makes the program easy, reusable, expandable and efficient.In network data communication, an RPC (Remote Procedure Call) model developed by Birtel and Nelson is used currently. This RPC supports abstraction between client and server and hence, simplifies the server applications. But in intricate situations since, in RPC to utilize the server method a procedure call to the server is made hence, unwantedly the client has access to many methods of server and thus, encapsulation and abstraction is compromised. This also exemplifies the fact that RPC is not built upon a totally Object Oriented Language but the programming style is procedure oriented. To overcome this drawback of abstraction in RPC used for communication, in [27]-[29] an ROI (Remote Object Invocation) technique was proposed. This ROI was first implemented in the MONARC system, an OOP support for UNIX. In ROI an active object approach was utilized. This ROI was totally developed on OOP and hence, complete server and client abstraction was provided. ROI invokes methods through invocation object instead of procedure calls and this assures complete abstraction revealing only method, the one which is called. In ROI model the client invokes an object at the same end. Hence it is required that this object contains server methods to serve the clients. Here comes the concept of active objects. This contains the methods and a set of data to exchange message with the client. The ROI communication is performed in messages in the stream and are statistically defined. In the methods with a return value the values are transferred by call-by-value mechanism. To support ROI, the following extension should be provided by the language of the platform: (1) possibility for creating server class (2) possibility of instantiating that class from client end (3) static typing of communication protocol.

In addition to this, when the Server side compilation is done, class is converted into server process, instantiating which a client can exploit its methods. Also there is a requirement that a communication should be done transparently for which sub-routines are used. The stub includes code for: (1) main loop waiting for instantiation (2) a dispatch, to dispatch a selected method (3) sending back the result. The communication protocol consists of the request method from the client and the reply method, from the server. Every request message has first, a request header, then a message sender arguments. The reply consists of the reply header and the result from selected method. In such a model it is possible that the client at different location can use the services at the server end, as they are separate instances. But the problem arises when two instances from the same client are created. To avoid that in MONARC system concurrency in unique client is not allowed. Only after processing of one request can other request be processed. For this there is a port number in every machine, through which every machine is attached to the server. This is sent with the invocation for distinguishing between two instances from same or different machines. This Object sharing is allowed for different clients. At runtime the following things are executed: (1) identifying objects by port number (2) communication matching. Thus the port number is dynamically assigned to a channel which has a unique number in the node. The copies of the ROI used in MONARC uses embryo system. This converts OOP language code into C syntax tree. Thus in a way the OOP code gets converted into C equivalent. Thus, with the implementation of OOP, it became possible for completely abstracting server from client and hence enhancing efficiency of programmers at client side.
The biggest advantage of OOP is its capability to transform complex programs into easy solutions. This characteristic is begetted by the fact that OOP supports reusability and separation of functionality. Thus, OOP has been demanded to simplify the control process in automation industry. Already for the same task some high level languages like Petri Hierarchy Net etc. are being used. But in [30]-[34], a similarity was drawn between OOP and Petri Hierarchy (PH) and thus it was projected as to how these existing languages can be replaced by OOP. Because these languages are difficult to be mapped and understand, once written, hence, further enhancements are difficult. Thus, there is a lot of inefficiency and hence, OOP is the need of the hour. Since, there is a similarity between OOP and PH thus, a replacement can be easily provided. In OOP an object has all the characteristics of a class. In a way the various attributes of a class are none other than the characteristics of an object. This object interface is used for communication between systems. Also, there are functional blocks (FB) which are none but predefined classes with already existing functionalities promoting reuse and redefining them at the same time provides case of development. In OOP the entire structure of a system is divided

```c
#include "image.pub"

main()
{
    ACTIVE image ed_buf;
    ed_buf=create_active(image, 512, 1024);
    ed_buf->drawline(4, 4, 4, 1019);
    ed_buf->drawline(4, 4, 509, 4);
    ...
}
```

Figure 8: Client Program (left) and Class definition of active object (right)

![Figure 9: Figure of a compiler process](image)

The biggest advantage of OOP is its capability to transform complex programs into easy solutions. This characteristic is begetted by the fact that OOP supports reusability and separation of functionality. Thus, OOP has been demanded to simplify the control process in automation industry. Already for the same task some high level languages like Petri Hierarchy Net etc. are being used. But in [30]-[34], a similarity was drawn between OOP and Petri Hierarchy (PH) and thus it was projected as to how these existing languages can be replaced by OOP. Because these languages are difficult to be mapped and understand, once written, hence, further enhancements are difficult. Thus, there is a lot of inefficiency and hence, OOP is the need of the hour. Since, there is a similarity between OOP and PH thus, a replacement can be easily provided. In OOP an object has all the characteristics of a class. In a way the various attributes of a class are none other than the characteristics of an object. This object interface is used for communication between systems. Also, there are functional blocks (FB) which are none but predefined classes with already existing functionalities promoting reuse and redefining them at the same time provides case of development. In OOP the entire structure of a system is divided
into sub modules independently performing their functions and interlinked. If the lowest module is unable to handle the complexity it communicates the higher modules and in this way the problem is rectified. Similarly, PH is also re-modularization and events. They are discrete events in which the system evolves from one stable state to another because of the existence of an event. In PH, a discrete event system (DES) is modelled by associating states to places and events to transition. With the increase in complexity the use of logic relays needed to be replaced by techniques, more reliable and robust. Hence, even in PH there is hierarchy. The programmer starts with formal methodology either SFC or MOP. HPN (Hierarchy Petri Nets) add aspects that increase their capacity. It allows the scrutiny of behavior, performance, graphic language that determines the behavior of automation. Also HPN allows the modelling of state, events and connections between algorithm and environment.

Hence, the OOP and PH have relationship or communication capabilities. Since OOP has the level distinction of functions, ease of evolvement and similarities with PH, hence, it should be made pervasive in automation. The inclusion will open new possibilities of enhancement which are not possible by the use of PH and other high level Language.
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